
The global cloud transformation is in motion. With SAP planning to sunset on-premise support 
after 2027, customers must map out their multi-year migration to S/4HANA. This journey is full 
of risk and complexity — but Copado Robotic Testing keeps SAP teams on track. Find out how 
this cloud-based test automation platform helps users test, document and train with clicks — 
not code. 

Manual processes that slow down cycles to 
production

Business process documentation is often missing 
and outdated

User adoption level is low due to the new system 
and UI

Test scripts are unreliable because of different 
frameworks used in S/4HANA
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Accelerate Your SAP Transformation
with Copado Robotic Testing for SAP

7x FASTER
DOCUMENTATION

9x FASTER RELEASES

80% TIME AND RESOURCES
SAVED

Benefits

Challenges

Copado provides a revolutionary approach to 
delivering S/4HANA programs with better quality 
and reduced risk. With Copado, project teams can 
rely on one single source of truth. 

The business process is recorded by business 
users and becomes the foundation for process 
documentation, automated end to end regression 
testing, accelerated manual testing, and end-user 
training material to maximize the adoption of the 
new system.

With a unified and consistent automation engine 
that supports all SAP UI frameworks, teams can 
create robust and easily maintainable end to end 
scenarios.

Solution



www.copado.com

“The low-code approach enables users to 
onboard quickly and then use it in their 
daily test creation. You have the ability to 
reduce all of the recorded transactions so 
that you can build your own consolidated 
end-to-end process. If something in the 
end-to-end process changes then it is 
very simple to insert a new part into it.

It brings a really big benefit in terms of 
keeping your system stabilized. In the 
end, you have fewer disruptions for the 
business.”
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Jan Toebak
Application Delivery Manager, 
Nouryon

Features

Trusted by Leading Global Companies

Additional Resources

Build E2E test scenarios with 
an easy-to-use interface

Manage defects directly in 
Copado

Customize reporting to see 
testing activities at a glance

Plan testing cycles, schedule 
test executions & test pipelines

Integrate with your tech stack: SAP 
Solution Manager, Jira, and more

Data-driven model to maintain 
your test data efficiently

Benefits of Embedding Copado 
in the Implementation Process

Cloud-native, low-code, 3-in-1 synchronized 
solution to reinvent SAP teams document, 
test, and train end-users. Certified 
SAP-native integration

Foster collaboration between IT & business 
with a simple UI and unique source of truth

Improves efficiency, eliminating waste and 
duplicated work

Accelerate your Cloud 
ERP Journey

Blog Customer Story Whitepaper

SAP Testing for NXP SAP Insider Report

https://www.copado.com/devops-hub/sap-testing-resources/accelerate-your-cloud-erp-journey-arrive-safely-with-copado
https://www.copado.com/devops-hub/sap-testing-resources/change-management-testing-for-sap
https://www.copado.com/devops-hub/sap-testing-resources/spinning-up-end-to-end-sap-testing-for-nxp-in-just-20-days-2

